LETTER TO SECRETARY JAMES ISHIDA OF
THE FOURTH CIRCUIT JUDICIAL COUNCIL
RE: Judicial Complaint under cases no.
04-21-90152 and 04-21-90153
Wednesday, December 29, 2021 03:24 AM
CC: L. LIN WOOD, P.C.
P.O. Box 52584
Atlanta, GA 30355-0584
United States Court of Appeals
Telephone: (404) 891-1402
For the Fourth Circuit
Facsimile: (404) 506-9111
Lewis F. Powell Jr. Courthouse & Annex Email: lwood@linwoodlaw.com

ATTN: Secretary James Ishida
Judicial Council

1100 East Main Street, Suite 501
Richmond, VA 23219
James_Ishida@ca4.uscourts.gov

lwood@fightback.law

4CCA-JudicialComplaints@ca4.uscourts.gov

Dear Secretary James Ishida of the Judicial Council,
I do sincerely ask for an investigation and review into the blackmail videotapes or
digital video recordings. It needs to be looked at, you do not need to turn away from this.
None of the members of the Judicial Council need to turn away from this. The Canons
of Judicial Conduct must be entirely followed. The laws must be followed. Under 18
U.S.C. § 4 and Article III requiring judges exhibit good behavior while in office, it is
your Council's duty to take action and it is your sole responsibility to take action. It is
your duty and responsibility, or forward it to a competent Law Enforcement Agency to
take action when it is their duty as Law Enforcement to take action. It needs to be done
instead of dismissing the complaint and deciding to do nothing about it. Those who had
the ability to take action but decide not to do anything about it, it will lead our Courts
into ruin. The Judges must be investigated and if they are in the child rape videos, then if
they are in any of those videos then they must resign or be arrested “for the children”,
for the children, for the children. FOR THE CHILDREN. If you care about your
children and want them to have a future, we must protect the children even if it is not
your children. We cannot let this just sit and be ignored. Your Court System is not
supposed to be like the Catholic Church who cover up the sexual abuses to protect the
reputation of the clergy.
I do know that blackmail plays a major role in the Federal Court System
nowadays. Jeffrey Epstein, Bohemian Grove, Ghislaine Maxwell, Princess Andrew, the
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global Pedophile rings. Then of course the testimony and documentary of Corey
Feldman and other celebrities about the Pedophile takeover of Hollywood. If not
blackmail then the I am aware that the Deep State has those who assassinate or threaten
to assassinate members of the Judiciary which is also unlawful and never should happen.
Like that one mainstream news article I read about a Judge's husband and son being shot
at because she was involved in a lawsuit with Ghislaine Maxwell who is MOSSAD
which is the Central Intelligence Agency of Israel. I'm not bashing Jews here, as
MOSSAD is just as corrupt as MI6 and the CIA. They are all corrupt because they have
secret Black Budget and Black Operations. They don't follow the laws and are breaking
as many laws as their out of control black budgets which require probably drug money
and trafficking of children and adults for human sex trafficking to fund the black
budgets and not be held accountable to an audit. I am aware of all of this, I am not
stupid. I know how things work now. I studied college courses of political sciences at
some tablet at Martinsville City Jail back in 2018 with actual college level courses. I
know about why Donald Trump couldn't purge the corrupt Deep State Swamp and why
he failed to drain the swamp, because of the Pendleton Act meant to prevent a President
from removing and installing regular Government employees as a Government
employee can only be hired or merits rather than politics but the Pendleton Act is also
corrupt because then the Swamp cannot be drained from corrupt offices of the
Department of Justice and other corrupt Government agencies.
I am also aware that the United States of America was never supposed to have
political parties because the founding fathers Thomas Jefferson and James Madison were
all concerned about “factions” and how they would become like the Mafia, like a gang
of people who start bullying and taking control of the individual rights of the people.
Some call them unions, some call them political parties. Factions have taken control of
our media, of our Government, and are taking God out of everything to make people
think God doesn't exist anymore so that child sexual abuse becomes acceptable so that
God walks away from America and lets it fall into oblivion like the days of Noah during
Sodom and Gomorrah. It wasn't all about just gay men sleeping together, that wasn't
what led it to total devastation, it was child molestation and rape which led to the
destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, then of course wars started and heinous conflicts
and ruin started and the decay of society. It was sex trafficking and human trafficking
that had caused the ruin of Government and Society. It was forceful changing of
Americans DNA. America has now reached the point of total evil running the United
States. They have taken over Congress, they have taken over the Courts, and they have
taken over the White House. Pedophiles I mean. Hunter Biden had child pornography on
his laptop reportedly and the FBI could care less about it and will never charge fake
President Joe Biden's son Hunter Biden with possession of child pornography. Biden
touches kids inappropriately even on C-Span footage. I know and understand that
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pedophiles are in charge of different Government offices of America.
Anyways enough spouting opinions and history, let's get down to business here.
There is a serious problem of blackmail in the Federal Court System. Failure or refusal
to investigate or stop the child sexual abuse in any office of Government including the
Federal Courts is just as illegal and unlawful as the criminal sexual adults portrayed in
the blackmail videos.
By not investigating any of this and refusing to take action, this Council is this
close to condoning the acts, and that leads to committing the crimes of 18 U.S.C. § 4 –
Misprision of a Felony. If your made aware from a credible civil attorney who kept
asserting that he was given either the encryption password and/or knowledge from a
source which includes famous celebrity actor Isaac Kappy that groups of judges and
officials were raping children and were caught doing it but instead the dirty deeds were
recorded in a video format for the purpose of blackmail to dictate the terms of the target
or targets of the blackmail. This is very dangerous and is very criminal and requires
action to be taken. Even INTERPOL should take action on this, maybe I should go to
INTERPOL because of how serious the corruption is.
I am not stupid and I will not accept blind ignorance or stupidity. It is stupid and
ignorant to allow such heinous crimes to plague the Judiciary. We need to follow the
laws of the land. It is what we were all taught in public schools. We break the law, we go
to prison. Have I heard wrong here???
As you should be made aware, I did file a Petition for Writs of Mandamus and/or
Prohibition because the Judges of the Fourth Circuit were ignoring the laws of the land,
and refusing to enforce the laws of the land including the Supreme Court which makes
case law expecting all Appellate courts to follow it so that all conflicts between the
Circuits are resolved. The conflicts have reopened and the wounds deepen because
Appellate courts refuse to follow the Supreme Court case laws to the letter and act as
though the Supreme court rulings of the laws don't matter anymore. Your Fourth Circuit
Court is openly ignoring the law and disregarding the law to keep the status quo. That is
why I suspect blackmail. The blackmail is deep and I fear it has total control of the
Courts, I fear this to be true. If it does, we have no hope and no prayer left except for
reform of Government from the bottom to the top. The very conditions of 1776 are
happening all over again, with “give me liberty or give me death!”. Blackmail is far
worse than King George the III. A corrupt king from Britain versus modern day
blackmail and mass surveillance to catch government judges and officials in sexual acts
and them being blackmailed. That is 100 times far worse than some tyrannical king from
Britain in 1776. This is far worse than what led to the Declaration of Independence.
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Already the Fourth Circuit has completely disregarded the authority of the U.S.
Supreme Court and openly defied McQuiggin v. Perkins, 569 U.S. 383 (2013), United
States v. Haymond, 588 U.S. ___ (2019), Chambers v. Nasco, Inc., 501 U.S. 32 (1991).
Other case law authorities are being disregarded and that concerns me that the law ain't
being followed anymore. It is BLACKMAIL, BLACKMAIL, BLACKMAIL,
BLACKMAIL. That is all I feel is the reason why things have deteriorated this badly.
Blackmail is the reason. Courts used to care about Actual Innocence, but now they do
not. Blackmail is the reason. I do not see any other logical explanation here, my gut, my
spirit, all tells me that is the cause and effect.
If the blackmail cannot be stopped here when criminal blackmail is illegal and is
subversion of Government legal authority which is also treason for whoever is
blackmailing a Government official or judge or anybody in power. If the blackmail
cannot be investigated and stopped by Law enforcement, then we are heading for a
Fourth Circuit that subverts the Constitutional rights guaranteed by the Supreme Court,
and this concerns me and blackmail is the only reasonable explanation I can think of
why Federal Judges would openly subvert the law and openly engage in ignoring or
refusing the Constitution and laws of the land. By not suppressing and thwarting the
blackmail, then the Fourth Circuit can become just as guilty as Thomas David Schroeder
and William Lindsey Osteen Junior the judges I had complained about.
Lin Wood is right, Judges are BLACKMAILED. I wondered why I kept losing my
appeals and why the Supreme Court refuses to maintain the resolutions of preventing old
conflicts of the Circuits from reopening when Federal Courts rebel against the Supreme
Court which is high treason. Lower Courts should not be openly defying the Supreme
Court. Something is causing these decisions to be made, this is not a legal process
anymore when this is subverted from what normal applications of the law are of. All
courts follow the Supreme Court, its common sense, it's logical for all Judges to follow
the Supreme Court and the higher Courts as the main authority.
Here is the real reason why I failed in the Supreme Court with my Petition for
Writs of Mandamus and/or Prohibition. The Clerk refused to file emergency pleadings in
violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2071. They refused to file pleadings they signed for and didn't
even return my EMERGENCY MOTIONS FOR LEAVE OF COURT and refused to file
the Rule 15.5 letter motions despite the fact that both were served on the Attorney for
the Respondent: United States of America.
Why would an officer of the U.S. Supreme Court conspire to violate 18 U.S.C. §
2071 to prevent me from overturning countless erreonous decisions of the Fourth
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Circuit???
I know why. Attorney Lin Wood had alleged on his January tweets which my
family showed me, he alleged that Chief Justice John Roberts may be involved with
child rape and murder, yes THE JOHN ROBERTS the CHIEF JUSTICE of the Supreme
Court. Now it all makes sense. John Roberts may be a pedophile and that explains why
pedophiles get relief in the Supreme Court but I do not, because I am not a pedophile but
a target of the Deep State and I had always been a target since I was originally charged
back in 2013. I was a target of the Deep State for running USWGO Alternative News
and when I was federally sued by Righthaven LLC for copyright infringement, I never
gave in and never settled with Righthaven LLC, so I won against them because I went to
the media. Because I was framed with child porn, the media would not cover my case so
I was abused in the Federal Court System for many years, abused by the federally
contracted detainers by the U.S. Marshals, yes they abused me and broke my nose and
ripped my clothes off and even videotaped me while ordering me to touch my penis and
giggled, they are responsible for all the misery and horrors I went through over the
years. I was abused both physically and mentally by the folks contracted by the U.S.
Marshals Service for the Middle District of North Carolina.
I confirmed, I was given a copy of a PACER.GOV document from a Court of
Appeals which contained one portion of the Lolita Express flight logs. The name John
Roberts was confirmed to being in the logs, multiple times. The name, didn't say the
position of this “John Roberts”.
Jeffrey Epstein is very powerful and has powerful friends. So it wouldn't be a
constructive usage of his time to just meet with some random “John Roberts” when he
met with Bill Gates the most famous computer nerd which was said to have created
Microsoft Windows or at least started the corporation known as Microsoft. Jeffrey
Epstein also met with former U.S. President Bill Clinton, and other famous people
including the Catholic Pope and Prince Andrew of the British Royal Family. I believe it
is Chief Justice John Roberts who was involved with the serial pedophile Jeffrey
Epstein. The coincidence of knowing all of Jeffrey Epstein's “high” connections being
made public but somehow maybe whoever this “John Roberts” is. But yet then the Chief
Justice Roberts exhibits weird behavior of being conservative yet always voting with the
liberals to dismantle the Constitutional rights almost does make it likely that Jeffrey
Epstein's “John Roberts” is the same John Roberts on the Supreme Court. This is very
dangerous to our republic. I am concerned about blackmail becoming the normal thing.
I know enough about political sciences that I was not given a fair trial, never was
and never will in the Federal Court System as long as the blackmail continues.
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Break the cycle James Ishida. Do you really care more about your career than the
children??? Does career matter more than doing what is lawfully right under civics?
Break the cycle, wake up James Ishida. With the blackmail being unchecked and
unaccounted, the Federal Courts no longer work and no longer follow the law anymore,
they are unconstitutional and illegitimate while this blackmail stuff continues.
The BLACKMAIL HAS TO END, THE CYCLE HAS TO END. THE
PEDOPHILIA OR WEIRD UNEXPLAINED BEHAVIOR OF JUDGES WHICH HAD
NEVER HAPPENED BEFORE IN THE COURTS HAS TO END. This is illegal if
blackmail is the cause of all of this. The Canons of Judicial Conduct are no longer being
followed anymore either.
Break the cycle of lawlessness, be a hero James Ishida. Be a hero for your
children and for your grandchildren. Show Attorney Lin Wood and the American
People that you support the well-being of the children and want to make sure that
the judges are clean and don't ever engage in child rape and murder or any of this
criminal violations of law. Any blackmail is dangerous and should be discouraged
and Law Enforcement must go after the blackmailers who created those child rape
snuff films. That is illegal too. I don't care if they have to arrest somebody in the
CIA or FBI or DOJ. Blackmail is never okay.
I want you to be a hero, speak up for the children. Review over the blackmail
tapes after you try to obtain the videos and ask Lin Wood to have his source show you
the videos, look at what Attorney Lin Wood had mentioned on Twitter and ask him about
Actor Isaac Kappy and the materials he had before he was murdered. It isn't difficult to
request the videos. It isn't difficult to meet with Attorney Lin Wood and arrange the
source to meet with the Council and provide the videos to the Council and have a
guarantee that action will be taken if any judges within the jurisdiction of the Fourth
Circuit are within any of the videos. Please do this, please do the right thing James
Ishida. Seriously, do you want your future kids growing up in a world of tyranny and
blackmail and backstabbing and criminals in high places??? George Washington was
somebody who could have been high up in Britain but instead he did the right thing for
his family and created a world of better ideals, a world of freedom and prosperity and
happiness.
Please address the importance of these issues to every other member of the Council. We
can make things right and make the Fourth Circuit a shining light of Law and Order. We
can make the Fourth Circuit much better and more lawful. God bless you!
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God bless you,
Brian D. Hill
Former news reporter of U.S.W.G.O. Alternative News
Ally of QANON
310 Forest Street, Apartment 2
Martinsville, Virginia 24112
(276) 790-3505

JusticeForUSWGO.NL or JusticeForUSWGO.wordpress.com
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